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Cécile Martin is the General and artistic director of Champ Libre, an interdisciplinary arts and 
architecture creation centre dedicated to new technologies, within which she has been active 
since 2001. She has conceived activities experimenting on these modes of expression and 
produced non conventionnal alternatives to the presentation of new media arts. She has imagined 
and created in Montreal and abroad over fifteen site specific new media art events presenting 
more than 300 artists in public spaces or in significant heritage sites. Her goal is to set in relation 
architecture, art, new technologies and the contemporary public space in order to create new 
experiences, new significance, strategies of transformation and of appropriaton of these spaces. 
 
In 2007, Cécile Martin participated to the exhibition 70 architects on ethics and poetics organized 
at the UQAM Centre de Design (biggest design exhibition center in Canada), has collaborated as 
artist to the installation Co-Operative Indifference that was held in 2003 and was inspired by the 
wasteland of the St-Laurent Metro Station in Montreal, has been the co-founder in 1999 of the 
DATA collective, a group of artists active in the conservaion of new media art and its hardware. 
She has also been invited in 2000 as artist to an architectural research event surrounding « space 
revealing », at the main reservoir of the Bicêtre university hospital center. 
 
Cécile Martin has obtained a masters in architecture from McGill University in Montreal (2001) and 
a DLPG from the École d'Architecture de Toulouse (France, 1997). She has also spent a year at the 
La Cambre School in Bruxels, school founded by Van de Velde after he left the Bauhaus. Much 
engaged for many years in different projects related to the arts, to urbanplanning and to 
arhcitecture, Cécile Martin is annually invited as member of many art and architecture school 
juries in Canada. She has participated to the public audiences of the Commission des biens 
culturels et des monuments historiques du Québec (committee advising the government on 
heritage projects). As a counseling architect, she has assumed contracts for private compagnies, 
community organizations and for Studio XX, a feminist center for social and cultural interventions 
in the arts and technology. She has also acted as counseling administrator on the board of the 
États généraux sur l'architecture du Québec (EGAQ) and as member of the editing committee for 
the publishing of a special issue of the magazine ARQ/Journal d’Architecture on this occasion. 
Active in the artistic field, she has sieged on the artistic committee responsible of the organization 
of the Journées de la Culture in the Centre-Sud neighborhood in Montreal and she regularly 
participates to urbanplanning forums of public interest, of which the one on the modenrization of 
Notre-Dame street in Montreal (implicating the construction of a highway and the renovation of a 
whole neighborhood). The Craig Pumping Station close to the Jacques-Cartier Bridge in Montreal, 
main site invested by the Champ Libre events Cité des Ondes and Eaux Arts Électroniques!, has 
been for a long time a building that Cécile Martin studies. She actively contributes to saving it from 
destruction. Since 2001, she has also been invited as lecturer in more than twenty festivals, 
cultural centers, art galleries, museums, universities and special radio shows dedicated to her 
work in North and South America, in Australia and in Europe. 


